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Abstract— In this document we are targeting issues which become relevant when using the UVM [1] register 

layer. Typically, randomization of the registers inside an instance of a UVM register model using constraints will lead 

into issues such as poor reusability and/or maintenance and redundant source code due to the way the UVM register 

models are constructed. Thus, to overcome these issues then the verification engineers typically implement small 

stimuli models which are randomized and then apply them to the registers afterwards. These models are almost 

identical to the register model except they can be randomized independently of the register model and constraints can 

be easier applied. The stimuli models can be generated since the register model and the stimuli model are almost 

similar and the meta data used for generating the UVM register model contains enough information to also allow 

generation of the related stimuli model. This document presents a generalization of these small stimuli models based 

on some base classes. The reader is assumed to have basic knowledge on the UVM register layer. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Most companies using UVM for frontend verification have also adopted the UVM register layer (UVMREG) 

for modeling registers. Adopting UVMREG provides some benefits like easier maintenance of testcases, testcases 

which are easier to read as they use real register names and fields etc. UVMREG models can also be nested so 

block level definitions can be merged to form subsystem or chip level register models. 

Even though the introduction of a UVMREG model solves a lot of issues by e.g. making the verification 

engineers able to implement test sequences which are easier to maintain and understand then the introduction of 

UVMREG also introduces some issues, especially when it comes to reusability and maintenance related to 

randomization of the UVMREG model. In this case the UVMREG model can be randomized in different ways: 

• Using constraints already defined inside the UVMREG model definition: This will require that 

the verification engineer either write the UVMREG model by hand, implement the constraints in 

classes derived from the generated model and applies them with factory overwrites or simply has 

access to a UVMREG generator which supports constraints. This approach will only work for a 

single instance of the UVMREG model so handling different constraint sets dynamically during the 

simulation will be very difficult. 

• Using the with clause when invoking randomize on the register model: This will work also when 

the applying the constraints dynamically over time but the sequence which applies the randomization 

using the with clause will be difficult to reuse leading to redundant implementations. 

This paper defines a solution which removes the issues related to randomization of registers and saves 

implementation time as well. Fundamentally, the work presented here is a novel idea as an attempt to simplify the 

randomization of a UVMREG model has not been made before. Others have tried to define systematic stimuli 

models [2] but not for UVMREG or the like. Searching through internet-based forums then some discussions are 

related to this topic and people seem to not find a good solution but ends up using one of the two solutions 

described above. 

Users of the presented method will be able to generate stimuli models instead of writing them by hand 

utilizing meta data they already have, namely the register description used for generation of the actual UVMREG 

model. This might be either proprietary or simulator vendor specific depending on which UVMREG generator is 

used. 
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Besides saving implementation time then the method will also allow an easier way of specifying constraints 

for randomization of registers described in UVMREG. One example could be legality constraints. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The UVMREG model (or multiple models. In general, this paper just considers a single instance of the 

UVMREG model, but the technique can easily be applied to multiple independent UVMREG models in parallel) 

which is going to be randomized is typically generated automatically from a register description. Normally, a 

UVM testbench contains a single instance of the UVMREG model. This can be randomized directly as the fields 

and registers are declared as rand. However, several issues are identified when randomizing them directly: 

• Writing constraints: Normally, accesses to the register fields are done through the get/set methods 

but for constraints these cannot be used. Instead the value member variable must be used. Thus, all 

constrains must be using .value everywhere which, for larger constraints, might be quite cumbersome. 

• Applying constraints: Can be done in different ways, either through derivation or using the with clause 

as described in section I.  

• Parallel access: If multiple processes are trying to randomize the register model using potentially 

different or even the same constraint sets then the register model could end up with randomized values 

which do not correspond with the expected constraints. Hence, erroneous register values will then be 

applied to the DUT when the register model writes the updated register values into the DUT’s registers. 

To solve the listed issues then the verification engineer unlinks him/herself from the UVMREG model 

instance by implementing an alternate stimulus model (ASM) which captures the relevant register value and 

constraints. The ASM model is then randomized and the values are applied to the register model. The abstraction 

level is in many cases equivalent to the abstraction level of the UVMREG model which renders manual 

implementation of the ASM model unnecessary. Thus, it can be generated using the same metadata as used for 

the generation of the UVMREG model.  

A consequence of adding the generation of the ASM model will of course be longer compilation times as the 

number of classes that needs to be compiled will double. Also, the potential runtime memory footprint will be 

affected as more objects will be instantiated during runtime. 

III. SCOPE 

The paper only defines a solution for single block level register models. Hence, nested ASM models are not 

considered. 

Abstractly, there is a set of interesting randomization cases for the randomization of a UVMREG model. The 

following list of generic scenarios named SC0 to SC4 describe these typical scenarios which are needed in UVM 

testbenches: 

• SC0 [Legal]: Randomize the register model with legal values and apply them to the DUT. 

• SC1 [Illegal]: Randomize the register model with illegal values and apply them to the DUT. 

• SC2 [Partly re-randomization]: Randomize once the model with legal values and apply them to the 

DUT. Then randomize it again keeping some fields with the previous value and apply the new values to 

the DUT. 

• SC3 [Reset to default]: Randomize some fields and others reset to default and apply the new values to 

the DUT. 

• SC4 [Mix of reset and re-randomization]: Randomize once the model with legal values and apply 

them to the DUT. Then randomize it again keeping some fields with the previous value and others reset 

to default and apply the new values to the DUT. 
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The scenarios constitute a representative set of the operations that are typically done in connection with 

randomization of the UVMREG model. Thus, alternate implementations can be compared. 

The scope of the proposed framework is to provide an alternate solution compared to the described 

alternatives in section I which is easier and more productive. It is expected that handling each of the five 

scenarios through generation of the ASM model will be easier and more productive. 

IV. FRAMEWORK DEFINITION 

The proposed framework consists of two parts: 

• Generation Tool: The framework needs to be able to read the register model description and then 

generate the ASM model from this description. The generated ASM model will consist of UVM 

classes which will be deriving from a set of base classes provided by the framework. 

• ASM Base Class Library (ASMBCL): The ASMBCL will define an API for simplifying the 

interaction with the instantiated UVMREG model in the testbench, so task like partial randomization 

can be done easily. 

 

The introduction of the framework introduces some problems related to the generation tool as it heavily 

depends on the current environment and how the UVMREG model is generated. If a tool from one of the EDA 

vendors are used to generate the UVMREG model, then it might be difficult to extend that generator. Hence, a 

new generator must be implemented from scratch. It also depends on the input format of the metadata used for 

capturing the register description. This can be all the way from spreadsheet based to SystemRDL [3] or in a 

format proprietary for the company. 

As it can be seen in Figure 1, the register description is used for generating the ASM model. The generated 

model is based on the ASMBCL and not on the UVMREG base classes as the UVMREG functionality (Register 

Map, Connections to the testbench (Predictor, Adaptor), etc.) is not needed and thus replaced. Hence, the ASM 

model will be used for randomization and the UVMREG model instance used for accessing the registers.  

The ASMBCL contains two new base classes asmbcl::reg_rnd_base and 

asmbcl::reg_rnd_block_base which provides functionality that makes the randomization and relation to 

the UVMREG register model easier. 

Figure 1 also illustrates that the ASM model is generated as a separate model and not embedded into the 

UVMREG model. The two models could be merged but that would lead to a lot of ambiguities of when to use 

which feature etc. since the ASM model is usually instantiated multiple times dynamically throughout the 

simulation and the UVMREG model is only instantiated once. Also, it would break one of the most common 

OOP [4] principles, namely the “S” in SOLID [5]. 

Figure 1: Generation Flow 
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Figure 2 illustrates that the new classes implement the same hierarchical building blocks as uvm_reg and 

uvm_reg_block. The generated ASM model will have the same hierarchy as the generated UVMREG model. 

The fields are not represented by classes but rather integers/bit vectors to enable simpler constraints. 

 
Figure 2: UML Diagram of the ASM model class hierarchy 

The following defines the API which asmbcl::reg_rnd_base class need to support. It will provide 

mechanisms to interact with the UVMREG model instance for transferring values, support partial randomization 

which is required if the scenarios in section III shall be supported and also randomization which respects the 

default values when required. 

 

Base Class API 
Function Prototype Description 

Default Value virtual function void set_apply_default(bit apply_default); Set the value to apply_default variable 

Default Value virtual function bit get_apply_default(); Retrieve the apply_default value 

Randomization virtual function void set_rnd_mode(bit mode); 
Set the rand_mode in the register fields. Default 

value is 1 

Transfer Value virtual function void transfer_from_model(); 
Transfer the values of the register model to the 

randomizable register fields 

Transfer Value virtual function void transfer_to_model(); 
Transfer the values of the randomizable register 

fields to the register model 

UVMREG Root virtual function void set_reg_root(uvm_reg register); 
Set the root handle for the related uvm_reg 
register 

 

The reg_rnd_block_base needs to implement the same API except that the set_reg_root is 

replaced with a set_reg_model_root with the following prototype:  

virtual function void set_reg_model_root(uvm_reg_block register_block); 

 

More notes on the implementation can be found in section V. 

V. FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION 

A realization of the framework exists both at Axis Communication and at SyoSil ApS. Axis’ already had a 

proprietary flow which was based on a proprietary input format for capturing the UVMREG metadata and an 

existing generator written in Perl. Thus, it was very easy to implement the generation tool as an extension to the 

existing register generation flow. At SyoSil a different approach was taken as a general flow supporting model 

driven software development was already in place (See [6] and [7]).  

The implementation of the base classes was also done differently in the two companies, but the main idea was 

the same. For brevity only the SyoSil based versions are shown here. 

The implementation of the asmbcl::reg_rnd_base class is shown below. All the functions in the API 

except the set/get_apply_default must be redefined in the derived classes generated by the generation 

tool. The same applies for the asmbcl::reg_rnd_block_base class. 
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VI. EXAMPLES 

In this section a concrete example is described using a register model with two types of registers as listed in 

Table 1 and the instances of those registers as listed in Table 2. 

 
Table 1:Concrete Register Description 

Register 
  

Field Size Default Value Description 

filter 

filter_value2 8 bits unsigned 1 Filter value 

filter_value1 8 bits unsigned 1 Filter value 

filter_value0 8 bits unsigned 1 Filter value 

threshold 8 bits unsigned  4 Threshold 

global_threshold threshold 10 bits unsigned 0x1E Global threshold 

 

 
Table 2:Concrete Register Model 

Register 
Instances 

filter 10 

global_threshold 1 

 

The legal constraints for this model are: 

 

• For each filter register then the sum of the filter_values from 0 to 2 must not exceed the value of the 

local threshold. 

 

• The sum of all filter_values must be lower than the value in the global threshold. 

 

When describing the filter register using SystemRDL 2.0 and using the generation tool then the ASM model for 

the filter register can be generated. The resulting source code can be seen below (Assuming the generated 

UVMREG model version of the filter register has the type: rm_reg_pkg::filter). Note that only filter0 and 

threshold are listed for brevity: 

 
class rnd_filter extends asmbcl::reg_rnd_base; 

 

  typedef bit [7:0] t_filter0;; 

  typedef bit [7:0] t_threshold; 

 

  rand_rm_reg_pkg::filter model; 

  rand t_filter0          filter0; 

package asmbcl; 

  class reg_rnd_base extends uvm_object; 

    rand bit apply_default; 

 

    constraint co_default_apply_default { 

      soft this.apply_default == 1’b0; 

    } 

 

    extern virtual function void set_apply_default(bit apply_default); 

    extern virtual function bit get_apply_default(); 

    extern virtual function void transfer_from_model(); 

    extern virtual function void transfer_to_model(); 

    extern virtual function void set_reg_root(uvm_reg register); 

    extern virtual function void set_rnd_mode(bit mode); 

  endclass 

  … 

endpackage: asmbcl 
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  rand t_threshold        threshold; 

 

  constraint co_apply_default { 

    this.apply_default == 1'b1 -> this.filter0 == 'h1; 

    this.apply_default == 1'b1 -> this.threshold == 'h4; 

  } 

 

  … 

endclass 

 

function void rnd_filter::set_reg_root(uvm_reg register); 

  if(!$cast(this.model, register)) begin 

    `uvm_fatal("CAST_ERROR", $sformatf("Unable to cast register to rand_rm_reg_pkg.filter 

class.")); 

  end 

endfunction: set_reg_root 

 

function void  rnd_filter::transfer_from_model(); 

  this.filter0 = this.model.filter_value0.get(); 

  this.threshold = this.model.threshold.get(); 

endfunction: transfer_from_model 

 

function void  rnd_filter::transfer_to_model(); 

  this.model.filter_value0.set(this.filter0); 

  this.model.threshold.set(this.threshold); 

endfunction: transfer_to_model 

 

function void rnd_filter::set_rnd_mode(bit mode); 

  this.filter0.rand_mode(mode); 

  this.threshold.rand_mode(mode); 

endfunction: set_rnd_mode 

 

A similar class is generated for the global_threshold register.  

 

The generated ASM models show here does not contain the legality constraints as the generation tool did not 

support the transportation of constraints. 

In order to compare a solution to the scenarios listed in section III with and without a generated ASM model 

then scenarios are reformulated with the following constraints for this particular example. For brevity only SC0 is 

shown: 

• SC0 

o In each filter register the sum of the filter_values from 0 to 2 must not exceed the value of the 

local threshold. 

o The sum of all filter_values must be lower than the value in the global threshold. 

 

When the generation of the ASM models are not available then the verification engineer will need to 

implement the ASM model by hand but using the generated ASM model (filter0 and threshold only shown for 

brevity) it looks like this: 

 

class stimuli_legal extends reg_block_rand_rm_reg_block; 

  typedef bit [7:0] t_shadow_array; 

 

  rand t_shadow_array shadow_array[30]; 

 

  `uvm_object_utils_begin(stimuli_legal) 

   … 

   

  constraint cr_filters{ 

    foreach (this.filter[i]){ 

      this.filter[i].threshold >= this.filter[i].filter0 + … 

    } 

  } 

 

  constraint cr_gth{ 
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    foreach (this.filter[i]){ 

      this.filter[i].filter0 == this.shadow_array[0+3*i]; 

    } 

 

    this.global_threshold.global_threshold >= this.shadow_array.sum(); 

  } 

 

  constraint cr_positive{ 

    foreach (this.filter[i]) 

      this.filter[i].filter0 >= 0; 

      this.filter[i].threshold >= 0; 

    } 

 

    this.global_threshold.global_threshold >= 0; 

  } 

  … 

endclass: stimuli_legal 

The ASM based model does not have to define the registers and their fields as they are in the generated ASM 

model and the legality constraints are just derived from the ASM model. Furthermore, the constraints themselves 

are easier to read as the register and field names used in the register description can be used directly. When 

applying the ASM based stimuli model then the body of a sequence like this would be needed: 
 

class rm_reg_rand_seq_BCL_cl extends uvm_sequence; 

  … 

  task body(); 

    uvm_status_e status; 

 

    if (this.stim == null) begin 

      this.stim = stimuli_legal::type_id::create("stim"); 

    end 

 

    this.stim.set_reg_model_root(this.model); 

 

    if (!stim.randomize()) begin 

      `uvm_fatal("RAND_SEQ_BCL", "Could not randomize stim in rm_reg_rand_seq_BCL_cl") 

    end 

 

    this.stim.transfer_to_model(); 

 

    this.model.update(status): 

  endtask: body 

endclass: rm_reg_rand_seq_BCL_cl 

The biggest improvement is the fact that the knowledge about how to transfer the values from the randomized 

stimuli model and to the instance of the UVMREG model has been removed from the applying sequence and is 

just reduced to the call to: transfer_to_model(). This is much more scalable as it will remain like this no 

matter which changes is done to the register description and the derived classes. 

VII. RESULTS 

The described method has been applied to many UVM based test benches with success also across chip 

generations. The following provides the results by using the ASM model in relation to the issues described in 

section II: 

• Writing constraints: Constraining is also a lot easier since constraints can just be expressed directly 

without the .value etc. Furthermore, it also has removed errors introduced in the previous manually 

implemented stimuli models as a single source paradigm is deployed as e.g. constants etc. will be the 

same.  

• Applying constraints: Application and reuse has also been improved since constraints now can be 

naturally reused via derivation.  
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• Parallel access: Parallel access is also not a problem when using the ASM model since it is created 

locally and dynamically in e.g. a uvm_sequence. It can populate the ASM model in zero time to preload 

it with the current values of the UVMREG model before randomization. Once randomized then it can 

return the randomized register values in zero time. Thus, the race between multiple processes trying to 

randomize the UVMREG model has been removed. 

Additionally, it has reduced the source code footprint in many UVM sequences as the stimuli models are just 

generated and ready for use without any manual source code writing. Each of the testbenches are doing 

randomization operations on the UVMREG model quite like the five scenarios. Thus, using the ASM model for 

this proved more productive. 

With respect to the extended compilation time then no significant increase was observed at Axis’ where the 

framework is used in more than 70 UVM testbenches. As an example, a representative standard block level 

testbench verifying a DUT with 21 registers produced a UVMREG model with 2097 lines of source code and the 

related ASM model was 2139 lines of source code. The testbench (including the DUT, memory models etc.) was 

comprised of 131 source files with a total of 51094 lines of source code. Thus, the ASM model was only 4.19% 

of the total amount of source code which means that the impact on the compilation time proved to be 

insignificant. Similar results were observed for the memory footprint. 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

This paper does not discuss how a nested ASM model would be generated. Hence, extending the framework 

to support nested ASM models would be a natural extension. Another extension could also be either incorporate 

the legality constraints into the generated ASM model including a flag which could control if the legality 

constraints where enabled or not. An alternative would be to just generate two different ASM models; one 

without legality constraints and one with legality constraints (derived from the non-legality version). 

Independently of how the implementation would look like then it would require that the register description 

supported the notion of constraints. SystemRDL 2.0 does exactly that. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the work presented here demonstrates an optimization of how a verification engineer normally would 

randomize a UVMREG model by utilizing the already available meta data to generate a stimuli model for register 

randomization. 

The solution consists of a base class library with two base classes which can be used to defined stimuli for any 

register model. The use model for the base classes have also been described so they can be used to easily 

randomize register related stimuli models. 

It is also described how the generation of the ASM model imposes a better reuse model for the reuse of 

sequences which applies the randomized values as well as the issues listed in section II. 

The potential explosion in compile time as the number of classes to be compiled is doubled was also not a 

concern as shown in the result section (VII). 
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